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Highlights 
 Luminance levels of on-screen stimuli can affect colour discrimination in dogs.  

 Dogs can discriminate between coloured stimuli of equal physical isoluminance. 

 These findings have implications for studies of canine cognition using monitors.  

 Caution is advised when presenting coloured stimuli on screens. 



Abstract 

Due to the composition of the cone photoreceptors in the retina of dogs, it has been 

proposed they might demonstrate human-like red/green colour blindness. However, some 

assessments have shown that dogs may still be able to distinguish between red and green.  

This suggests that dogs may be differentiating between the two colours on the basis of 

their brightness. To further explore this issue, the present investigation tested dogs’ 

abilities to differentiate between two colours at different physical luminance levels. 

Seven dogs were trained on a simultaneous size discrimination task in which two circles 

were presented on a monitor. The colours of the circles were then varied such that dogs 

would choose one stimulus if they could discriminate between two colours and a different 

stimulus if they could not. Four experiments were conducted. The first presented dogs 

with yellow, blue, green, and red stimuli at their maximum red, green, and blue (RGB) 

values. All seven dogs were equally proficient at discriminating between red and green, 

yellow and blue, and black and white stimuli as no difference in performance was 

observed (p = 0.52). In Experiments 2 to 4, the four colours were presented with equal 

physical luminance across three different intensities. All seven dogs successfully 

discriminated between all four colours when the colours were isoluminant at 34.6 cd/m2 

as no differences in performance was observed (p = 0.10). When presented with 

isoluminant stimuli at 41.9 cd/m2, a difference was observed between conditions, with the 

dogs failing to detect red stimuli presented on a green background compared to the 

achromatic controls (p = 0.03). When presented with stimuli at 49.3 cd/m2, a difference 

was again observed between conditions, but this time the dogs were unable to detect blue 

stimuli presented on a yellow background compared to the achromatic controls (p < 

0.01). These findings demonstrate that luminance levels of stimuli can affect colour 
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discrimination and what dogs are able to see on computer screens. These results have 

important implications in how cognition is studied in dogs through the use of presenting 

stimuli on monitors. 

 

Keywords: Isoluminance; Colour discrimination; Dog; Perception 



1. Introduction 

Studies of canine cognition have dramatically increased in the last two decades, as 

dogs have demonstrated a unique repertoire of socio-cognitive skills (e.g. Miklösi et al., 

1998; Hare and Tomasello, 1999; Hare et al., 2002; Bräuer et al., 2006). Bensky et al., 

(2013) reports that approximately 74% of cognition studies have been conducted using 

dog’s visual modality. Interestingly, relatively little is currently known about how dogs 

perceive the visual world (Byosiere et al., 2017a). While certain fundamentals of dog 

vision have been assessed (for a comprehensive review see Byosiere et al., 2017a), many 

cognitive experiments have simply adopted well-evaluated paradigms from the primate 

literature without critical review or comparison of the differences underlying primate and 

dog perception.  

Given the rising number of cognitive studies using visually presented stimuli, 

especially on computer screens, it is of the utmost importance that proper stimuli are used 

and implemented. In particular, the proper use of coloured stimuli and the dog’s capacity 

to discriminate between different colours warrants further investigation. Colours are 

perceived when light with specific wavelengths reflects off an object, enters the eye 

through the pupil, and reaches a light-sensitive lining of the eye known as the retina. 

Within this lining, photoreceptor cells, such as rods and cones, absorb the light and 

convert this energy into neural signals. Unlike humans that typically have three types of 

cone photoreceptor cells: long-wave (red), medium-wave (green), and short-wave (blue) 

cones, dogs have only two cone receptors, which almost identically correspond to short-

wave and long-wave sensitivities in humans (spectral peaks at 555nm and 429 nm) (Neitz 

et al., 1989; Jacobs et al., 1993). Therefore, it is generally assumed that dogs are unable 
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to perceive differences between green, yellow, and red colour cues (for a review see 

Rosengren, 1969), similar to humans with deuteranopia (red-green colour-blindness).  

However, dogs are quite capable of seeing many colours, with some even 

demonstrating that they can differentiate between red and green. Rosengren (1969) 

observed that three out of four trained Cocker Spaniels successfully discriminated red, 

blue, green, and yellow coloured dishes across various levels of physical luminance and 

shades of grey (Rosengren, 1969). Moreover, in a two choice discrimination task, where 

the light intensity on cards was controlled, Tanaka et al., (2000) found that two Shiba 

dogs were able to appropriately identify a coloured stimulus (red, blue, or green) 

compared to grey. Kasparson et al., (2013) observed that dogs appear to preferentially use 

colour cues over luminance cues, under natural photopic lighting conditions, when 

presented with yellow and blue stimuli in a discrimination task. More recently, 

Siniscalchi et al., (2017) found that dogs exhibit behavioural responses similar to those of 

red-green deficient humans when presented with a modified version of the Ishihara test 

(Ishihara, 1918), in which dogs orient less to red–green colour shades that have been 

observed to be more difficult for red-green colour-blind humans to discern. Together, 

these findings highlight the complexity of dog colour vision, emphasising that colour is 

likely a fundamental feature of their perception.  

In this study, our aim was to evaluate canine perception underlying the interaction 

between colour discrimination and physical isoluminance for stimuli presented on a 

computer monitor. As far as we know, this interaction has not been examined before in 

dogs (for examples of colour discrimination assessments in mammals see Walton and 

Bornemeier, 1939; Sechzer and Brown, 1964; Bacon et al., 1976; Wartzok and 
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McCormick, 1978; Savage et al., 1987; Griebel and Schmid, 1992). To this end, seven 

dogs participated in this four-part study. In Experiment 1, our aim was to examine if dogs 

could demonstrate an ability to perceive colour differences between red/green and 

yellow/blue stimuli of maximum red, green, blue (RGB) values (termed focal colours), 

where differences in physical luminance were present between the different colours. 

Given that the discrimination task could be solved using both colour and / or physical 

luminance contrast cues, it was predicted that dogs would perform equally well across all 

colour contrasts, including the achromatic controls. In Experiments 2 to 4, our aim was 

two-fold: (1) examine if dogs demonstrate an ability to perceive colour differences 

between physically isoluminant red/green and yellow/blue stimuli, and (2) examine if 

performance in the isoluminant tasks is consistent across varying levels of intensity 

(brightness and dimness). In these experiments, chromatic information could be used to 

help discriminate between the stimuli, as the physical luminance between the colours 

presented on-screen was equal. Therefore, it was predicted that dogs would demonstrate 

difficulty discriminating red and green colour contrasts compared to both blue and 

yellow, and achromatic contrasts.   

 

2. Experiment 1: Focal Colour 

In Experiment 1, the aim was to evaluate whether or not dogs demonstrate an ability to 

distinguish between red and green and between yellow and blue, when these are 

presented at maximum focal RGB values, where differences in physical luminance were 

present between the different colours.  

2.1. Animals 
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Seven companion dogs (Canis familiaris), six females and one male, participated 

in this study (Table 1). All dogs were purebred Lagotto Romagnolos and sexually intact 

except for two (Gabbie and Baxter) who were desexed. They were privately owned by 

one of the authors (who was not an experimenter nor present during testing) resided on a 

country property, where they were used for companionship and breeding. 

2.2. Materials  

Testing was conducted in an adaptation of the Canine Nose-Touch Testing 

Apparatus (Byosiere et al., 2016; Byosiere et al., 2017b; Byosiere et al., 2017c; Byosiere 

et al., 2018). The testing chamber was equipped with a cathode ray tube (CRT) computer 

monitor (Packard Bell A727 – 17” with standard refresh rate of 60Hz) for stimulus 

presentation (1280 x 1024 pixels; one pixel measures approximately 0.3 mm2), positioned 

with the lower edge approximately 24 cm above ground level. Below it, at ground level, 

was a remotely controlled treat dispenser (Treat & Train®) that, when activated, 

distributed one piece of semi-moist dry dog food (Good-o® treats). A video camera 

(Sony DCR-SR47) recorded each trial. During the experiment, stimuli were displayed 

using PowerPoint slides. Photometer measurements were recorded using luminance meter 

(Konica Minolta LS 100, Tokyo, Japan, 2017). Data were recorded manually by Ex A 

during testing. The dog’s responses were typically easy to distinguish. In our previous 

study, inter-observer reliability using a random sample of the video-recorded data (N = 

150 trials) was 99.3% (Byosiere et al., 2016; Byosiere et al., 2017b; Byosiere et al., 

2017c; Byosiere et al., 2018).  

2.3. Method 
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During the experiments, two experimenters (Ex A, Ex B) were present but were 

out of sight from the dog. Ex A sat to the left of the apparatus (out of the dog’s view and 

occluded from viewing the dog within the testing apparatus) and controlled the laptop 

computer (Dell Latitude 14 7000 Series E7450). This person presented and removed the 

stimuli. Ex B was positioned at the right side of the apparatus (out of the dog’s view). 

The trial began when the stimuli were presented on the screen and the dog was positioned 

at the entrance of the apparatus. Once in the apparatus and unable to see either 

experimenter, the dog moved to the screen and selected one stimulus by nose-touching 

the image. If the dog chose correctly, Ex B, watching the dog through the top of the 

apparatus, activated the remotely controlled treat dispenser located below the computer 

monitor and Ex A recorded a correct choice. If the dog chose incorrectly, Ex B relayed a 

signal to Ex A to remove the stimuli and thereby end the trial. Ex B then commanded the 

dog to return to the entrance of the apparatus to resume the starting position for the next 

trial. Once the dog returned to the starting position, the dog received random food 

rewards. This meant that the dogs were randomly rewarded simply for participating in the 

experiment. 

Before the experiment, all dogs underwent familiarization sessions in which the 

target stimuli were presented in different configurations (Figure 1). In these sessions, 

blocks of ten trials were presented and randomized using a Gellerman sequence (1933). 

Each block took approximately 2 minutes to complete. Dogs participated in five to ten 

blocks per day. As some of the dogs had extensive training to target one of two 

simultaneously presented circle stimuli (smaller or larger), we first wanted to confirm 

that if only one circle was detected it would be selected by each dog regardless of its 
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absolute size. Therefore, in the first familiarization session, Familiarization 1, dogs were 

assessed on their ability to select one circle stimulus, of either a small (207 pixels, 62.1 

mm) or large (403 pixels, 120.9 mm) size, when it was presented on its own (Figure 1). 

Circles were black (RGB values: 0, 0, 0; Luminance: 0.18 c/m2) presented on a white 

background (RGB values: 255, 255, 255; Luminance: 175.5 cd/m2). The first two trials 

consisted of a familiar discrimination task, where the small and large circle stimuli were 

presented simultaneously. The following eight trials consisted of four presentations of the 

small stimulus, and four presentations of the large stimulus, randomly presented on either 

the left or right side (Figure 1). Dogs progressed to the next type of familiarization only 

after reaching a criterion of > 90% correct in a single ten-trial block, or > 70% correct 

across each of two consecutive blocks.  

In the second familiarization session, Familiarization 2, the dogs were presented 

with pairs of circle stimuli. Once again, the first two trials consisted of the standard size 

discrimination task, where the small and large circle stimuli were presented 

simultaneously as black circles on a white background (Figure 1). The following eight 

trials included a random presentation of the incorrect stimulus (e.g. the smaller circle for 

the dogs trained to select the large circle) presented in black, with the correct stimulus 

(e.g. the large circle for the dogs trained to select the large circle) presented in either red 

(RGB values: 255, 0, 0; Luminance: 16.3 c/m2), green (RGB values: 0, 255, 0; 

Luminance: 43.4 c/m2), blue (RGB values: 0, 0, 255; Luminance: 7.4 c/m2) or yellow 

(RGB values: 255, 255, 0; Luminance: 60.4 c/m2). Two presentations of each colour were 

presented in each block. All dogs completed three blocks of Familiarization 2, for a total 

of six presentations of each colour, and only progressed after reaching a criterion of 5/6 
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trials correct for each colour. If a dog performed below 5/6 trials correct on a specific 

colour, an additional familiarization block was conducted. In this, the first two trials 

presented black circle pairs on a white background. These were followed by eight trials 

of the specific colour the dog had performed poorly on. In order to progress to the testing 

trials, the dog was required to successfully identify the appropriate stimulus on 6/8 trials.  

In the test trials, dogs were presented with the same stimuli as presented in 

Familiarization 2. However each coloured circle was presented on a contrasting colour 

background rather than on a white background (Figure 1). Once again, the first two trials 

(controls) presented a pair of black circle stimuli on a white background. The following 

eight trials consisted of a small black circle (or a large black circle for the dogs trained to 

select the smaller stimulus) presented with two trials each of: a red circle on a green 

background, a green circle on a red background, a blue circle on a yellow background, 

and a yellow circle on a blue background. The experimental design allowed for the dogs 

to choose a coloured circle stimulus (correct choice based on their previously learned size 

discrimination rule) if they could discriminate between the contrasting coloured circle 

and background. Given the two-choice paradigm, a black target circle (incorrect choice) 

could also be selected if they could not visually perceive the coloured circle on the 

screen. We predicted that if dogs were unable to perceive a colour difference between the 

coloured circle and the contrasting background, they would select the incorrect (black) 

stimulus. The order and side of stimuli presentation were randomly assigned using one of 

44 left-right sequences designed by (Gellermann, 1933). Each dog except Baxter 

completed twenty blocks of ten trials, thereby responding to 40 trials of each colour 
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condition. Baxter only completed ten blocks of ten trials, 20 trials of each colour 

condition, as he was adopted during testing. 

2.4. Results 

 In Familiarization 1, all participants performed at 100% accuracy (eight correct 

out of eight trials) when identifying the single circle stimulus, and immediately 

progressed onto Familiarization 2. In Familiarization 2, the dogs’ average performance 

across all the colours was 4.5/6, but there were differences between colours. The highest 

group performance was yellow, at 5.1/6, and the lowest was blue, at 3.3/6. The dogs as a 

group performed at 4.9/6 on the red presentation, and 4.7 on the green presentation. No 

dog required additional familiarizing with the yellow stimuli, but all except Lulu required 

additional blue trials. Gabbie and Molly also required additional green trials and Molly 

required additional red trials. All dogs successfully met criteria within three blocks or 

less.  

A non-parametric Friedman’s test was conducted to determine if performance 

differed across the colour presentations in the test trials. Alpha was set at 0.05 and chance 

levels of performance were considered to be 0.5. Four comparisons were made, one for 

each colour combination compared to a white and black control (i.e. white/black vs. 

red/green, white/black vs. green/red, white/black vs. yellow/blue, white/black vs. 

blue/yellow). This rendered a chi-square value of 3.2, which was not significant (p = 

0.52) (Figure 2). This indicates that the dogs were as proficient at discriminating two 

circles presented on a coloured background, when one was black and one coloured, as 

they were at discriminating between two black circles presented on a white background.  
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3. Experiments 2, 3, and 4: Testing at different levels of physical luminance 

In Experiments 2 to 4, our aim was to determine if dogs can distinguish between 

physically isoluminant red and green colours and between physically isoluminant yellow 

and blue colours at different levels of intensities.  

3.1. Method 

 Physically isoluminant colours at three different intensities were presented in 

Experiments 2 to 4. These values were physically isoluminant as presented on-screen and 

measured via a photometer. Experiment 2 used red (RGB values 255, 123, 123), green 

(RGB values 0, 198, 24), blue (RGB values 132, 152, 255) and yellow (RGB values 172, 

165, 0) stimuli of approximately 34.6 c/m2. Experiment 3 used red (RGB values 255, 

161, 161), green (RGB values 0, 210, 25), blue (RGB values 157, 180, 255) and yellow 

(RGB values 200, 190, 0) stimuli of approximately 41.9 c/m2. Experiment 4 used red 

(RGB values 255, 181, 181), green (RGB values 0, 253, 29), blue (RGB values 175, 201, 

255), and yellow (RGB values 216, 207, 0) stimuli of approximately 49.3 c/m2. For each 

luminance level, Familiarization 2 was conducted. The procedure was identical to 

Experiment 1 except that the colours presented were determined by the test trial to follow 

(i.e. colours used were either 34.6, 41.9 or 49.3 cd/m2). Additionally, different 

progression criteria were used. Due to their familiarity with the testing procedure, the 

dogs progressed to the test trials only after reaching a criterion of > 90% correct in a 

single ten-trial block.  

In test trials during Experiments 2 to 4, dogs were presented with the same stimuli 

as presented in Familiarization 2, but each coloured circle was presented on a contrasting 
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colour background (Figure 3). Once again, the first two trials presented a pair of black 

circle stimuli on a white background, which were defined as control trials. The following 

eight trials consisted of two trials each of: a red circle presented on a green background, a 

green circle presented on a red background, a blue circle presented on a yellow 

background, and a yellow circle presented on a blue background. The order and side of 

stimuli presentation were randomly assigned using one of 44 left-right sequences 

designed by Gellermann (1933). Once again, Baxter only completed ten blocks of ten 

trials, 20 trials of each colour condition for the experiments in which he participated. 

Finally, to verify that no dog was merely selecting the side opposite the black 

stimulus, regardless of whether or not it perceived a stimulus on the screen, an additional 

control test was conducted. This consisted of re-testing the dogs on Familiarization 1 

from Experiment 1 after Experiment 4.  

3.2. Results 

 Familiarization 2 trials were conducted before Experiments 2, 3 and 4, with the 

respective colours for each test. For all three physical luminance levels, all dogs were 

successful on the first attempt and progressed to the test trials.   

To determine if performance differed across the colour presentations, a non-

parametric Friedman’s test was conducted (Figure 4). Alpha was set at 0.05 and chance 

levels of performance were considered to be 0.5. Four comparisons were made, one for 

each colour combination compared to a white and black control (i.e. white/black vs. 

red/green, white/black vs. green/red, white/black vs. yellow/blue, white/black vs. 

blue/yellow). In Experiment 2, when all colour presentation stimuli were physically 
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isoluminant at 34.6 cd/m2, a chi-square value of 7.7 was rendered, which was not 

significant (p = 0.10) (Figure 4). In Experiment 3, when all colour presentation stimuli 

were physically isoluminant at 41.9 cd/m2, a significant (p = 0.03) chi-square value of 

10.62 was rendered (Figure 4). In Experiment 4, when all colour presentation stimuli 

were physically isoluminant at 49.3 cd/m2, a significant (p < 0.01) chi-square value of 

17.7 was found. Due to the significant results observed in Experiments 3 and 4, Dunn’s 

post-hoc tests, which corrected for multiple comparisons, were conducted to pinpoint 

significant differences between the conditions. In Experiment 3, a significant difference 

was observed between the controls and the red circle stimuli presented on a green 

background (p = 0.02) (Figure 5). No other significant differences between the control 

and experimental conditions were observed (p > 0.6). In Experiment 4, a significant 

difference (p < 0.01) was observed between the black/white controls and the blue circle 

stimuli presented on a yellow background (Figure 6). No other significant differences 

between control and experimental conditions were observed (p > 0.1).  

Due to the significant differences observed between the conditions at the group 

level in both Experiments 3 and 4, additional exploratory analyses at the individual level 

were conducted. The significant difference observed in Experiment 3 (between the 

controls and the red circle on the green background) appeared to represent a general 

group trend, as most dogs demonstrated difficulty with the red circles presented on a 

green background (Figure 5). All dogs, except for Baxter (who performed well on this 

presentation at 100%), performed between 45-72.5%, with an average performance of 

60.8%. The significant differences observed in Experiment 4 (between the controls and 

the blue circle presented on the yellow background) appeared to be largely driven by the 
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poor performance (62.5%) of a single dog, Gabbie (Figure 6). All other dogs performed 

between 80-95%, averaging 85%. At this physical luminance value, there was little 

variability across dogs in the other colour combinations.  

Finally, all dogs performed well on the control test, a re-test of Familiarization 1 

from Experiment 1 conducted after the experiments were completed. This was done 

primarily to check if the dogs might have learned to select the side opposite the black 

stimulus during the test trials, regardless of whether or not a stimulus was perceived on 

the screen. All dogs identified the circle on eight out of the eight trials, except for Audrey 

and Cricket, who identified the circle on seven out of eight trials. These findings 

confirmed that the dogs were not merely selecting the side opposite the black stimulus. 

 

4. Discussion 

For the first time, we evaluated the interaction between colour discrimination and 

physical isoluminance for one-screen presented stimuli in a group of dogs of one breed. 

Through a series of experiments, it was observed that colour discrimination performance 

varied across different levels of physical isoluminance and intensity. In Experiment 1, it 

was observed that dogs were able to discriminate between red and green and between 

blue and yellow focal colours, at their maximum RGB values, equally as well as they 

could discriminate between black and white control stimuli. This result confirmed our 

original prediction. However, to disentangle whether or not the dogs were using colour 

and / or physical luminance contrast in their discrimination, Experiments 2 to 4 were 

conducted, in which physically isoluminant colours were presented across three different 

intensities. The findings from these three experiments also confirmed our original 
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prediction, as dogs demonstrated greater difficulty at certain intensities discriminating red 

and green colour contrasts, however, a detailed discussion of these findings is presented 

as follows.   

  Of particular interest is the increased variation observed across Experiments 2 to 4, 

when red, green, blue and yellow physically isoluminant stimuli were presented at three 

different intensities. When stimuli were dim (Experiment 2, 34.6 cd/m2), dogs performed 

equally well across all colour combinations, a finding in line with a previous behavioural 

assessment in which Rosengren (1969) observed that a Cocker Spaniel was successful at 

discriminating colours at lower light intensities than humans. As the intensity among 

physically isoluminant stimuli increased, certain colour contrast discriminations became 

more difficult. At 41.9 cd/m2 (Experiment 3), dogs generally struggled to discriminate 

red stimuli presented on a green background, but were capable of successfully 

discriminating the inverse, green stimuli on a red background. This may be due to 

differences in colour contrast discrimination, as performance may be dependent on the 

organization of the background and foreground colour (this explanation can also be 

applied to Experiment 4, to describe the differences in performance across between blue 

and yellow colour contrasts). In humans, colour-opponent cells can be excited and 

inhibited based on the neuronal signal on the centre and surround of the receptive field 

(Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; 1961; 1962; 1965). Even though neurons may receive identical 

wavelengths in both the red on green and green on red conditions, different excitatory 

and inhibitory processes may occur based on the location of the wavelengths within the 

receptive field. An unexpected finding was that the dog’s group performance on the blue 

stimuli presented on a yellow background differed from controls when presented at 49.3 
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cd/m2  (Experiment 4). Considering that dogs do not physiologically lack short-wave 

cones, it is surprising that the colour contrast discrimination was difficult. We postulate 

that this finding is the result of colour saturation effects. As physical luminance increases, 

colours become more saturated and begin to converge as a white hue. It is conceivable 

that dogs are particularly prone to saturation effects given that their vision is more 

scotopic than it is photopic (meaning their visual system is designed to function more 

optimally in dim light).  

 While the canine visual system differs from the human visual system, certain 

parallels can be made. First and foremost, the findings suggest that dogs likely perceive 

the world in a way similar to that of a deuteranope, a red/green colour deficient human. 

This result corroborates recent behavioural findings in which dogs demonstrated a 

reduction in orienting when presented with adapted Ishihara stimuli difficult for red/green 

colour deficient humans to perceive (Siniscalchi et al., 2017). Moreover, the increased 

variation observed in Experiments 2 to 4, where stimuli were physically isoluminant, 

demonstrate that perception of colour stimuli is dependent on each individual. These 

findings are comparable to humans in the sense that identical wavelengths of a given 

colour may be interpreted differently, based on each subject’s individual perception. 

Therefore, researchers conducting experiments using coloured stimuli must be cautious 

and mindful of implementing appropriate stimuli, as it is possible that certain physically 

isoluminant variations of red and green may be indistinguishable for some individuals yet 

not for others. 

 These results have broader consequences for canine cognition research, as they 

suggest that dogs may not necessarily differentiate between certain colours on computer 
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screens at certain levels of physical luminance. The findings from Experiments 1 to 4 

highlight the need to better understand vision in dogs so that appropriate guidelines can 

be generated for the use of delivering visual stimuli on computer monitors for cognition 

research. While tools currently exist to evaluate canine perception, it is important to 

emphasize that they have yet to be empirically evaluated in a dog population. One such 

tool, “dog-vision”, represents an image-processor that alters an image to depict the 

differences in dog and human perception (Pongrácz et al., 2017). While the algorithm is 

based on foundational knowledge of dog vision, to date, its utility has only been assessed 

in a human population (Pongrácz et al., 2017). We were able to run our stimuli 

(Experiments 1 to 4) through this image-processing tool (http://dog-vision.com) (Figure 

7). Our findings highlight an important disconnect between the generated image and what 

dogs can actually perceive. The altered images of our stimuli suggest that dogs should not 

be able to perceive the red/green coloured stimulus on a colour contrasting background 

when focal colours are presented at their maximum RGB value (Experiment 1). However, 

we observed that dogs were clearly able to discriminate between red and green focal 

colours, performing equally as well as they could discriminate between blue and yellow, 

and black and white control stimuli. Moreover, the “dog-vision” generated images for 

stimuli presented in Experiments 2 to 4 suggest dogs should be able to perceive the 

coloured stimulus, contrary to the variation and difficulty observed in our Experiments. 

This additional investigation suggests that the algorithm underlying the “dog-vision” 

image-processing tool simply calculates proposed canine perception of colour based on 

maximum RGB values. Certain limitations, including, but not limited to, brightness, 

physical isoluminance, and refresh rate are therefore not accounted for and as a result 
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cannot perfectly depict what dogs see. While these tools can provide a hypothesized 

interpretation of dog vision, it is important to evaluate their validity within a dog 

population. Further studies like this one could provide more information for developing 

perceptual models of “what dogs can see” that are used to simulate images of what dogs 

see, such as those used in dog-vision. In the meantime, until more concrete and 

methodologically precise assessments can be conducted, it is recommended that vision-

based cognitive tasks in dogs utilise achromatic stimuli or assess colour discrimination 

capabilities thoroughly within the sample at hand before conducting experiments. 

4.1. Methodological Considerations  

It is necessary to point out that certain methodological limitations to this line of research 

exist. First and foremost, as research regarding this line of inquiry in dogs is extremely 

limited, dogs of the same breed closely related and living under similar environmental 

conditions were used as participants. This decision was made to limit extraneous 

confounds that would arise from having a sample consisting of different breeds, such as 

possible differences in composition of the canine retina (Peichl, 1992) and visual 

processing arising from morphological diversity (McGreevy et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 

2010) across breeds, and dogs raised in different environments. It is possible that the 

results observed in this study may be specific to this particular sample and a different 

sample could yield different outcomes. Future studies should extend this line of research 

to a sample more representative of the dog population.   

Finally, it is important to highlight that differently coloured stimuli that are 

physically isoluminant may not be experienced as having the same brightness (Neitz et 

al., 1991) partly because of the variation in the composition of the cones. In the current 
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study, our aim was to evaluate the interaction between colour discrimination and physical 

isoluminance for stimuli presented on a computer monitor, an interaction that may serve 

as a prelude for further investigation on how perceptual luminance might interact with 

colour perception as it does in humans (for a review see Webster, 1996). Perceptual 

matching of luminance is a preferred method, however, this would be difficult and time 

consuming to determine in dogs. Additional research is therefore needed to further 

characterise how perceptual isoluminance may also interact with colour discrimination 

abilities. A better representation of the interaction(s) between colour, physical 

isoluminance, and brightness could provide an optimal guideline for on-screen presented 

stimuli so that dogs can properly see the stimuli.   
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Table 1 

Participant demographics at the time of testing 

Name Sex Age (months) 

Audrey1 Female 28 

Baxter1, 2 Male 36 

Cricket Female 10 

Gabbie1, 2 Female 42 

Isabelle Female 14 

Lulu1 Female 48 

Molly1 Female 60 

Audrey, Gabbie, and Molly have the same sire, whose dams are also closely related 
to one another. Lulu is the dam of Isabelle. 

1 Participated in previously published experiments 
2 Participant desexed 
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Familiarization 1 A.

 

B.

 

C.

 

Familiarization 2 A.

 

B.

 

C. 

 

D.
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Test Trials A.

 

B.

 

C.

 

D.

 

E.

 

 

Figure 1. Visual stimuli presented in Experiment 1. In Familiarization 1, dogs were presented 

with two presentations of A, and four presentations of both B and C. Once criteria were met dogs 

successfully passed into Familiarization 2, in which two presentations of stimuli A-E were 

presented. Once successful in Familiarization 2, dogs progressed to Test Trials in which two 

presentations of stimuli A-E were presented. 
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Figure 2. Results from Experiment 1. Percent correct for dogs as a group for the black and 

white control and the four colour conditions in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate standard 

deviations and the dotted line represents chance performance. In Familiarization 2 dogs were 

presented with two presentations of stimuli A-E. Once successful in Familiarization 2, dogs 

progressed to Test Trials in which two presentations of stimuli A-E were presented. 
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Familiarization 2 A.

 

B.

 

C.

 

D.

 

E.

 

Test trials A.

 

B.

 

C.

 

D.

 

D.

 

 

Figure 3. Visual stimuli presented in the Experiments 2 to 4. In Familiarization 2, dogs were 

presented with two presentations of stimuli A-E. Once successful in Familiarization 2, dogs 

progressed to Test Trials in which two presentations of stimuli A-E were presented. The colours 

were physically isoluminant on the monitor and presented at different physical luminance values 

for each experiment (34.6, 41.9, and 49.3 cd/m2), which may appear different than what is shown 

in this figure. 
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Figure 4. Results from Experiments 2 to 4. Group percent correct for control and colour 

conditions including standard deviations at physical isoluminant levels for Experiments 2 (34.6 

cd / m2), 3 (41.9 cd / m2), and 4 (49.3 cd / m2). Asterisks (*) represent significant differences 

between the controls and the different colour combination (p < .05). Error bars indicate standard 

deviations and the dotted lines represents chance performance. 
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Figure 5. Results from Experiment 3. Individual percent correct for control and colour 

conditions in Experiment 3 where all conditions had a physical luminance value of 41.9 cd / m2. 

Error bars indicate standard deviations and the dotted lines represents chance performance. 
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Figure 6.  Results from Experiment 4. Individual percent correct for control and colour 

conditions in Experiment 4 where all conditions had a physical luminance value of 49.3 cd / m2. 

Error bars indicate standard deviations and the dotted lines represents chance performance 
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Figure 7. Unprocessed and “Dog-Vision” processed stimuli from Experiments 1 to 4. 

Examples of stimuli presented in Experiments 1 to 4 in their unformatted form as well as the 

altered images generated by (http://dog-vision.com) (Pongrácz et al., 2017). 
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